ON A CLASS OF HOMOGENEOUS CONFORMALLY

RECURRENT MANIFOLDS
A Riemannian manifold CM,g) will be called recurrent (Ricci-recurrent) if its curvature tensor (Ricci tensor) is recurrent. Throughout this paper we assume that the Ricci tensor of a Ricci-recurrent manifold is not parallel.
According to Adati and Miyazawa [l] , an n-dimensional (n ^4)
Riemannian manifold (M,g) will be called conformally recurrent if Throughout this paper, by a manifold we shall mean a connected paracompact manifold either of class C°° or analytic. Concerning Riemannian manifolds, we shall often write M instead of (M,g).
The general form of universal models
In this section each Latin index runs over 1,2,. .. ,n, and each of M is of the form
where ¡Hju] is an (n-2)*(n-2) matrix and z, 6 , T are real numbers satisfying the conditions
for any real t, and the functions C* f ^ =• 2,3,...,n-l, form a solution of the following system of ordinary differential equations
with E*(t) -H*C r (t).
(.iti) Conversely, given z, £ , T and h£, C* satisfying (6)- (8), formulae (5) and by comparing their coefficients and using (7) Transvecting (12) with and taking account of k^c^ = 0 and k^H^H^j = k 1^ , we have (15) A(t) = £ 2 A(£t + T)
for any real t. Using the very same argument as in [4-] (proof of Theorem 2) we obtain |£| = 1 and (15) implies (6). Obvious consequence of (12) is formula (7) b).
Combining (11) with (13) and taking into account (6)and 7 a) b) we obtain H^U) -A(t)H^C r (t) + B(t)k* V c vr HgC 5 (t), which by setting E*(t) = H*C*(t) yields (8).
From (14-) and (8) it follows immediately that d(c n (t) + -iek^c*(t)c"(t))/dt = d(c n (t) + iik^Ê^OE^Oî/dt = o
hence C n (t) = -i £k A/i c\t)C"(t) + z for some real z. In view of (11), this completes the proof of assertion (ii).
(iii) As for the inverse one, we can immediately verify that formulae (5) together with (G)-(8) define global isometry of M onto itself. This completes the proof. 
Some global properties
We are now going to derive some consequences of the above results. It will be convenient to adopt the following notations and conventions. Each element h of the isometry group l(M) determined in Theorem 1 will be identified with quintuples h • (6, T, H, C(t), z)
where (as we know) £ belongs to the multiplicative group Z_ » j-l,l|, T satisfies (6) and so its range is a discrete subset of R, H -" [Hj] iG the group of all (n-2)*(n-2) matrices satisfying (7), the curve t --C(t) -[c 2 (t),... »C 11 " 1^) ] in R n " 2 is an element of the vector space V of all solutions of (8) and z is an arbitrary real number. On the space V we define the exterior 2-form co by
Differentiating cj(E^ ,E2) and taking into account (8) we get
which implies that u is a constant independent of t. The 2-form a is the group operation of I(M), namely (61,T1,H1,C1Ct),z1)(62,T2,H2,C2Ct),z2) -
where the courves t -"-H^C^t) and t -»-C^ie^ + Tare easily seen to lie in space V again.
Points of our manifold M, whose underlying set is just R n , will be described as triples (x,w,u), x,ue R, we so that for an isometry h «• (6 ,T,H,C(t) ,z) € l(M) we have (17) h(x,w,u) -(6x + T, Hw + C(x), -i<CU), Hw + -|c(x)> +6u+ z), Proof. By Theorem 2, M is the universal covering of an open homogeneous submanifold U of a universal model M. Let G be a group of isometries acting on U transitively. G may be assumed to be connected (if necessary we take its connected component of the identity).
We are now in the conditions of Lemma 2. In fact, we have the natural H 2 \ 1 decomposition M = RxR n xR with the inner product ¿_, k, dx* dx" m R n~ , and, by (17) the transformations of G are of form (18). There-2 fore, by Lemma 2, U is diffeomorphic to R *Uq, Uq being a flat homogeneous manifold with a metric of index equal to k, k -index g-1.
Hence M is diffeomorphic to R XM^, M^ being the universal covering of U . This completes the proof.
